CHÂTEAU D’HAURETS
« Blanc » 2019

BORDEAUX

ORIGIN

Bordeaux, France

APPELLATION
Bordeaux

VINEYARD

14.8 hectare vineyard of claylimestone soils

BLEND

97% Sauvignon Blanc
2% Muscadelle
1% Semillon

FARMING

Sustainable farming practiced

WINEMAKING

Skin-contact maceration
Temperature controlled
fermentation

AGING

Aged on lees in thermoregulated steel vats

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
12.5% Alc. |

FOOD PAIRING

Aperitif, fish, & seafood

Château d’Hauret’s 2019 Bordeaux Blanc can be summarized in two
words, delicate and elegant. It begins from the moment you pour the
wine into your glass and see the pale yellow color reflect the light
with hints of lime green. The nose begins to romance you with a
skillfully delicate balance of white flowers and fresh fruit. The
mouth’s elegance defines its presence with length and a fine balance
of softness and freshness. Drink as an aperitif or with fish and other
seafood.
2019’s Bordeaux season wasn’t straightforward. It began in a place
that only left room for improvement—and it did. The resulting
season was full of heat and rain that ended with a harvest that had
just enough rain and ideal temperatures.
Château d’Hauret covers 14.8 hectares of clay-limestone soils. The
Sauvignon Blanc, Muscadelle, and Semillon vines are all living the
benefits of sustainable farming practiced by the Ducourt family.
After the grapes are harvested in the early morning to reap the
benefits of the cool temperatures, the fruits enters skin-contact
maceration for several hours. From here, the juice goes into a
temperature controlled fermentation until it is aged on lees in
thermo-regulated stainless steel vats.
Once a modest farm, Château d’Haurets was converted into the
château we know of today in the 18th Century when it was bought
by Swedish man. 200 years later, in 1983, it was bought by Henri
and Simone Ducourt. Since the property has been adopted by the
family, it has become a place for their family and friends to gather
together for any and all occasions. The château breathes the life that
surrounds it, one full of joy and love, into the wines produced by the
estate.

ACCOLADES

2019 International Wine Report – 91 points
2019 Wine Enthusiast – 88 points

“The 2019 Château D'Haurets Bordeaux Blanc opens to fresh inviting
aromas gooseberries, melon, lime along with with a steely, grassy character
that all take shape in the glass. On the palate this is bright and vibrant, with
a lovely mineral streak the frames the juicy mouthwatering flavors. This is a
delicious Sauvignon Blanc that should provide that should provide instant
appeal.” –I.W.R.

